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A FOREST-SUSTAINABLECERTIFIED WOOD COMPOSITE
TABLE WITH FORMALDEHYDEFREE WATER-BASED STAIN,
$425

[ OPENING ]

Green Day

CLOCKWISE: GARY STIER ON A 1960S
SOFA; PAUL EVANS CHROME AND BURL
SCULPTURE, CIRCA 1975; JAY SPECTRE
RATTAN CHAISE, CIRCA 1980; GILDED
1960S BRUTALIST MIRROR, ILLUMINATEDGLOBE STAND BY EDWARD WORMLEY FOR
RAND MCNALLY, CIRCA 1955.

The West
Loop’s Green Home Chicago is
the latest addition to the city’s
ever-growing environmentally
and socially conscious design
scene. Combining aspects of two
other well-known local green
shops, Verde (decorating
focused) and Greenmaker
(remodeling oriented), South
African–born Karen Kalmek’s
new 2,650-square-foot shop
offers everything from new and
vintage furniture and fabrics to
cabinetry, countertops, tiles,
rugs, and paints—all of whose
green-ness and social virtues are
assessed by Kalmek’s own classification system. She provides
the facts (Was it built locally?
Does it have low VOCs? Was it
made by an artisan in a developing country?) and allows customers to decide what they want
their dollars to support. 213 N.
Morgan St., 312-432-9400;
ghcdesigncenter.com

( goods )

[ OPENING ]

The Best of the Rest
Assemblage, a new 20th-century design dealer in the West Loop, is not just another place to get an
Eames plywood chair. In fact, you won’t find much in this 5,500-square-foot showroom that you’d find (in
reissued form) at Design Within Reach. Rather than focus on the iconic designers of the mid-20th century
and their largely mass-produced designs, as many other local shops have done, partners Gary Stier and
Fred Shaw are mining the rest of the century for bold pieces by big names such as Tommi Parzinger, Karl
Springer, Edward Wormley, and Harvey Probber, as well as lesser-knowns like Michael de Santis, Mildred
Warder, and Bert England. Shaw, the buyer, is a bank president and lifelong collector whose interiordesigner aunt (a devotee of David Hicks and Auntie Mame) helped hone his keen eye; Stier, a former manager at Architectural Artifacts, runs the showroom. The unusual pieces, like a gorgeous one-of-a-kind
Brazilian rosewood dining table by de Santis ($24,000), come at a price, but deals can still be found: At
press time, Stier said he had a Paul Evans dining set on his floor for $16,500; a similar one on marketplace
site 1stdibs.com, sans chairs, was $15,000. The good news for everyone, per Stier: “Prices are negotiable.”
121 N. Jefferson St., 312-234-9200
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Looking for the perfect
adornment for your coffee table? Dream Homes
Chicago (Panache,
$34.95), a pay-to-play
book, is filled with luscious photos of projects
designed by the Chicago
area’s most prestigious
architects. We guarantee
you’ll be inspired, if not
seething with jealousy.
Available at major bookstores in Chicago.
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